Dear Editor and Reviewers,
Many thanks for your constructive comments which have helped us to improve the manuscript. The replies to the comments are as follows:

Reviewer #1:
In my opinion, this manuscript does not meet the standard of enabling the user to evaluate whether the data product CUGB2023GRAD will be useful, whether it is an improvement on existing products, or even whether or how the authors have taken steps to avoid circular reasoning. Critical issues in data editing, filtering, and computation are not adequately described. I also believe that the input data sets may not be the best ones for this kind of analysis.

Response: Many thanks for pointing out this weakness in our work. Since the day we first saw your comments on this study, we have been working on implementing the two-pass retracking technique in order to use the 10, 20 or 40 Hz altimetry datasets like you mentioned. However, we must admit that it is not an easy technique to implement. Honestly speaking, we sought help from an expert who informed us that it is “not easy to retrack the datasets in a short period within the revision request”. Therefore, considering this time constraint, we have instead decided to use SIO’s vertical deflection components as the inputs. Since they were inverted from high-frequency altimetry datasets through the two-pass retracking, we believe this will help to improve the quality of the resultant gravity gradient tensor. Please note that this will change the content of Section 2.

The work described seems to rely heavily on the previous works of the Danish group led by Ole Andersen and the Scripps group led by David Sandwell. While a few papers from these groups are cited, often the most relevant ones are not cited. It would be helpful to have reviews from Drs. Andersen and Sandwell.

Response: We are grateful for pointing us to the relevant papers. However, although previous works of Ole Andersen and David Sandwell are cited in this study, apart from the use of DTUHH22MDT in the preprocessing, any major reliance on previous works of Ole Andersen and David Sandwell is seen in the comparison parts of the Results and Analysis section. The derivation of gravity gradient tensor does not heavily rely on their previous works. We are now about to rely on SIO since we intend to use their vertical deflection components as the new inputs when revising the manuscript. Correspondingly, more papers on products of the SIO group will be certainly cited. Once again, many thanks for this comment.

The strong coherence of the data with the GEBCO bathymetry (manuscript Figure 9 and its discussion) should not be taken as a measure of the quality or value of CUGB2023GRAD, because depths predicted from satellite altimetry are in the GEBCO product. In order that the reasoning not be circular here, one would need to demonstrate that the coherence had been computed from a portion of the GEBCO product that contained almost entirely in situ measured depths, and not depths estimated from altimetry. The GEBCO Source ID grid could be a help here.

Response: We agree with you on this comment. We have therefore decided to use multibeam shipborne measurements from NCEI’s Autogrid web tool instead of the GEBCO grid. Thank you very much.

As the manuscript makes clear, all six gradient tensor elements arise from differentiation of one scalar quantity (the disturbing potential), and so these elements are six different views or characterizations of one set of information. The manuscript does not demonstrate the utility of having all these different views of the same information.

Response: Thank you for this comment. We admit that the current version of the manuscript does not discuss the significance of having all six tensor components. In Wan et al. (2023), we analyzed the bathymetric capabilities of each tensor component. Interestingly, the commonly used $T_{zz}$ does not
yield the most accurate bathymetry; but rather $T_{xz}$ and $T_{yz}$ are the most bathymetric-suitable gravity gradients. We will include such discussion when revising the manuscript.


The manuscript presents the trace (sum of the diagonal elements) of the gradient tensor and suggests that the quantitative value of this sum is an evaluation of the product. But since the equations used all derive from the assumption that the gravity field obeys Laplace’s equation, the trace ought to be zero by definition. The manuscript does not present any way for the reader to understand quantitatively the significance of a non-zero trace: how does it compare to the noise in the data, noise in the model components, limitations on the resolution of each quantity, etc.?

Response: Thank you for this comment and the related suggestions. We will analyze the non-zero trace values in relation to the recommendations you have made.

The manuscript has too many equations presenting the general theory, as this could have been summarized with a citation to a standard textbook. Some of these equations are given in spherical coordinates and some in Cartesian coordinates, and it is not clear which coordinates are used for the calculations done to produce CUGB2023GRAD. What the manuscript needs to do is to explain how the calculations in the 2 degree by 2 degree patches of Earth surface area were carried out. I presume they used Fourier transforms on Cartesian coordinates after a remove-restore procedure.

Response: Thank you for this comment. We will summarize some of the equations, and rather refer readers to their respective cited papers. You are absolutely right that we used Fourier transforms after a remove-restore procedure, but not on Cartesian coordinates. FFT computation is conducted in terms of theta and lambda, but not x and y. In terms of theta and lambda, the spatial intervals are same on the whole Earth. The equations involving spherical coordinates were simply used to explain how to obtain the signals $\Delta T_\phi$ and $\Delta T_\lambda$. However, note that the Fourier transforms were done in much bigger patches of $20^\circ \times 20^\circ$ with $1^\circ$ overlaps in longitude and latitude. They are finally merged to obtain a global model using the grdblend module of GMT.

Concerning the $2^\circ \times 2^\circ$ patches, they were only used for assigning regional weights to each satellite in order to merge the five sources of vertical deflection components. So, instead of a single weight for a satellite’s vertical deflection component in a global setting (of say $160^\circ \times 360^\circ$), we assigned local weights in each $2^\circ \times 2^\circ$ patch. Therefore, the vertical deflection components were merged locally in each $2^\circ \times 2^\circ$ patch. They are finally combined to obtain a global vertical deflection component.

Kindly note that Sections 3.1 and 4.1 will be no longer be needed in the revised manuscript since we will now be using SIO’s vertical deflection components.

In my opinion 10.1016/j.asr.2019.09.011 does a very good job of demonstrating quantitatively the contribution of each satellite altimeter mission to the overall marine gravity field model, treating the east-west and north-south components separately and treating each as functions of latitude, and showing what weight should be given to each. The present manuscript does not do this very well. Perhaps the present study’s analysis of what weight to give each satellite mission in deriving each of the tensor quantities in each of the 2x2 squares might furnish some interesting information, but that information is not presented here.

Response: Thank you for suggesting to us another approach of analyzing the contributions of each satellite altimeter mission. Also, we appreciate your suggestion about weighting each satellite mission when deriving each of the tensor quantities in each of the 2x2 squares. However, we cannot
implement either suggestion on the already merged vertical deflections from SIO. We will definitely experiment with these ideas in our future studies.

The filtering of the data is an important detail, but the equation describing the filter (Equation 1) is wrong: if \( \tau \) is the filter width parameter then \( \tau^2 \) should appear somewhere in the argument to the exponential in Equation 1. Another minor point: I assume that the data to be filtered are very closely spaced, and in that case computing the filter using Equation 2 followed by the inverse cosine will be quite inaccurate.

Response: Many thanks for pointing this out to us.

The input data used are available only at the "1 Hz" nominal sampling rate, for many of the altimeters included in this study. As many papers by Sandwell and his colleagues for over 30 years have shown, "1 Hz" data are down-sampled from boxcar averages of the original data, which have nominal sampling rates of 10, 20 or 40 Hz, depending on the satellite; the boxcar averaging has bad side-lobes; and the 1-Hz downsampling aliases sidelobe energy into long along-track wavelengths, spoiling the accuracy of the resulting along-track deflections of the vertical. For this reason, Sandwell and colleagues have taken great pains to design specialized filters and down sampling rates. Therefore I believe that the accuracy and utility of CUGB2023GRAD may be limited by the fact that it starts from "1 Hz" data. (The along-track filter design description in 10.1029/95JB01308 pre-dates the development of two-pass retracking [10.1093/gji/ggt469] and so the filters now used have different pass- and stop-band specification than what is described in 95JB01308.)

Response: We acknowledge that the main weakness of this version of the manuscript is the 1 Hz input data used. Like we have expressed in our preceding responses, we have therefore decided to replace the input vertical deflections with SIO’s. We are very grateful for this constructive comment.

An important detail is the removal of the non-geoidal signals from the sea surface height. One of these, the Mean Dynamic Topography, is mentioned in Equation 3. But others (tides, transient dynamic signals, etc., as well as errors in radar path delays, sea state bias, etc.) are not mentioned. One wonders how this was done. It will have an important impact on the quality of CUGB2023GRAD.

Response: You are right that the removal of the non-geoidal signals from the sea surface height is an important step. Indeed, we performed these steps during the preprocessing stage. This included errors due to: sea state bias, solid earth tide, polar tide, ocean tide, wet troposphere, dry troposphere, ionosphere, dynamic atmospheric, etc. All of these corrections were computed according to the parameter thresholds stipulated in Along-track Level-2+ (L2P) SLA Product Handbook.

Equation (4) correctly shows that the north and east components of deflection are the corresponding partial derivatives of the geoid height anomaly, but in the Introduction these deflection components are incorrectly described as derivatives of the disturbing potential. The correct relationship requires relating the geoid height to the disturbing potential, such as via Bruns formula.

Response: Thank you for pointing this out to us. We will change it accordingly.

It is not correct to say there has been little prior work on the vertical gravity gradient; in addition to 10.1126/science.1258213, 10.1029/2020JB020017 should also be cited.

Response: We think you misunderstood us. We said most previous works about gravity gradients are themed on the vertical gravity gradient even though there are five other gravity gradients which also are worth researching on. So, we did not say there has been little prior work on the vertical gravity gradient. Rather, what we intended to say is that the full gravity gradient tensor should be studied instead of only focusing on vertical gravity gradient. Again, thank you for pointing us to another paper that should be cited.
The Generic Mapping Tools should be cited for the program *surface* at line 111; which citation depends on which version was used: https://www.generic-mapping-tools.org/cite/

**Response:** Alright, we will add the citation as you have recommended. Thank you very much.

Reviewer #2:

All over the paper, “deflection of the vertical” should be “deflections of the vertical”, including both north-south and west-east components.

**Response:** Thanks for the comment. We will make the changes when revising the manuscript.

Comment: Line 9, in the abstract, “They are derived from double differentiation of the geoid (or disturbing potential)”. Its not clear. Gravity gradients are the second second derivative of disturbing potential. The geoid should be connected with disturbing potential by Bruns formula.

**Response:** You are right, our attention has been drawn to it. We will change the wording to: “They are derived from double differentiation of the disturbing potential”.

Comment: Line 37, altimetric gravity anomaly is widely used to predict bathymetry, too few references are given. Many paper from Smith, Sandwell and Anderson should be referenced.

**Response:** Many thanks for this comment. Papers from the aforementioned researchers will be cited in the revised version of the manuscript.

Comment: Line 51-52, “Deflection of the vertical and gravity anomaly are its first derivatives in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.”, Again, you should make it clear, geoid and disturbing potential are different.

**Response:** Sure, you are right. We will change it to disturbing potential instead of geoid.

Comment: Line 130, the first formula in eq.(7), there should be a “-”

**Response:** Thanks very much. We will make the correction.

Comment: In order to validate the gravity gradients results, the coherence between CUGB2023GRAD and GEBCO_2021 were computed. In order to avoid circular validation problems, I recommend adopting multi-beam bathymetry grid from JAMSTEC or NCEI to replace GEBCO_2021 model.

**Response:** This recommendation is very helpful. We will get multibeam depths from NCEI’s Autogrid web tool to replace GEBCO_2021. Thank you very much.

Reviewer #3:

The paper does not explain the strength of the method applied nor the potential benefit of their product for use which I think is very important. On the one hand, the methodology needs to be expanded in general. But on the other hand, there are various equations which I think is very lengthy. Some adjustment is needed therefore in balancing the content. I am not sure if an Appendix can be added.

**Response:** Generally, few investigations discussed full tensors gravity gradients inversion using altimetry data, and the main products provided by altimetry satellites are gravity anomaly, and vertical deflections. This study adopted Fourier transform approach to derive full tensors gravity gradients. The strength of this study is that it presents an easier and faster approach to compute all six components of the gravity gradient tensor, especially from altimetry-derived deflection of the vertical.
On the potential application of the product, it can be used to invert bathymetry to fill gaps between ship tracks. Kindly see Wan et al. (2023), in which we analyzed the bathymetric capabilities of each tensor component. Interestingly, the commonly used $Tzz$ does not yield the most accurate bathymetry; but rather $Txz$ and $Tyz$ are the most bathymetric-suitable gravity gradients. It can also be used for identifying seamounts; such as in Kim and Wessel (2015) and Wessel et al. (2022).


I can imagine readers being interested in learning more about the benefits and applications of the outcome of this work. The authors could be more convincing and provide some details also w.r.t. the literature. This is not provided in the current version. I also think that some of the figures can be explained better.

**Response:** You are absolutely right. Like we have answered in the previous response, we will include a section which entails the product’s potential benefit in the revised version of the manuscript. Also, we will work on rephrasing the explanations of the figures to make them more understandable. We would be more grateful if you could pinpoint to us the figures you think require additional explanations.

The use of EGM2008 needs to be justified in general. For marine related gravity field, I can imagine GOCE data also should be included in the GGM used. I wonder whether GEBCO grid is the best option to compare with. Would there be any case one compares the outcome of this work for instance w.r.t shipborne measurements directly, maybe along track measurements of bathymetry?

**Response:** You are right that the GGM used should contain GOCE data. Our main reason for using EGM2008 is that, it is the most widely used GGM for studies involving marine gravity field (Sandwell et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2020, 2019; Andersen and Knudsen, 2019). Concerning the use of GEBCO grid, we will replace it with multibeam shipborne measurements from NCEI’s Autogrid web tool. Many thanks for this comment.


Line 101: Please use the ESSD reference for the ICGEM service.
Response: Thank you for this comment. We will make the correction when revising the manuscript.

Line 111: Please explain why the weights are calculated based on EGM2008? What would be an alternative to this?

Response: Like we have answered in our earlier response, the weights are calculated based on EGM2008 because, EGM2008 is the most commonly used GGM in studies involving marine gravity inversion. An alternative would be XGM2019e or EIGEN-6C4.

Line 133: Preference for using EGM2008 needs to be justified.

Response: We have replied to this comment in the preceding responses.

Last sentence on Page 6 is confusing.

Response: Alright, we will change the wording of that sentence. What we meant was that:

From Eq. (7),

\[
\begin{align*}
\xi &= \frac{1}{\gamma r} \frac{\partial T}{\partial \phi} \\
\eta &= -\frac{1}{\gamma r \sin \varphi} \frac{\partial T}{\partial \lambda}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\Rightarrow \quad \frac{\partial T}{\partial \phi} = \xi \cdot \gamma r \\
\frac{\partial T}{\partial \lambda} = -\eta \cdot \gamma r \sin \varphi
\]

If we replace \( \xi \) and \( \eta \) by their residual versions \( \Delta \xi \) and \( \Delta \eta \), then we will get:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta T_\phi &= \Delta \xi \cdot \gamma r \\
\Delta T_\lambda &= -\Delta \eta \cdot \gamma r \sin \varphi
\end{align*}
\]

Line 171: Why somewhat? Was it unexpected?

Response: We expected similar ranking as theirs. We used ‘somewhat’ because we did not have exactly the same conclusion as theirs. ‘Somewhat’ in this context means ‘slightly’. In this study, Saral/AltiKa ranked ahead of Cryosat-2; whereas in Zhu et al. (2020), Cryosat-2 outranked Saral/AltiKa. The remainder of the ranking is same as theirs.

Again, some sections are unnecessarily lengthy and some sections are not explained as much needed.

Response: Thank you for this comment. We will work on that when revising the manuscript.

Line 193: No parenthesis for deflections of vertical

Response: Alright, we will remove the parenthesis.

Line 301: GEBCO_2021 or 2022? I believe the two are used in the paper. Please explain why? Would there be any in-situ data available for this purpose? Would it be more reliable to do comparisons w.r.t shipborne or other in-situ measurements?

Response: No, we used GEBCO_2022. If there is GEBCO_2021 in the manuscript, then it is a typo. Again, per your earlier advice, we will use shipborne depth measurements instead of the GEBCO grid in the next version of the manuscript.